
February 25, 2014 

 

Dear Acting President Geer,  

CNSE’s entrance into the Mohawk Valley holds great promise as the ensuing multitude of high tech jobs 

that will accompany this initiative will stimulate the economy in this Upstate New York region.  The 

decision to merge the SUNYIT with CNSE also holds great promise for increasing SUNYIT’s reputation in 

the technology arena and creating a new way of merging public enterprise with public education that 

could be beneficial to both.  However, with every great change comes great anxiety.  The prospect of 

multi-billion dollar corporations lining up to take advantage of this public-private partnership raises the 

question of the public nature of this university and its mission to meet regional and state educational 

needs for the general public, needs that go beyond those of nanoscience, technology, and engineering 

to education in nursing, business, social sciences, behavioral sciences, humanities and communication.   

SUNYIT is the Mohawk Valley’s four year public university and its breadth of programming is needed 

within the region and beyond.   

Specifically, the “merger” of SUNYIT and CNSE has caused great concern among the faculty and 

professional staff as to the nature of such a merger, whether such a merger is of two equals who will 

maintain relatively autonomous campuses or whether the purpose of such a merger is to become one 

Institute wherein the interests of CNSE dominate those of its merging partner, SUNYIT.  These concerns 

have arisen because of the relative lack of official information of the details of the merger, even though 

the information that has been gathered informally indicates that a lot is happening without consultation 

with the faculty and professional staff of both institutions.  For this reason, we are asking the Acting 

President of SUNYIT to engage in a more transparent process of information flow and collaboration so 

that both groups may benefit from this monumental change, an outcome that is more assured if the two 

groups work together in a collaborative fashion.   

Specifically, the Utica/Rome Chapter of the UUP wants the following concerns addressed with the 

following assurances regarding the SUNYIT-CNSE merger:

1.  Concern about the Structure of the New “SUNYIT”   

Whereas we understand that there will be two geographic campuses, will there be one administrative 

unit overseeing both campuses or will each campus have its own administrative structure?  For example, 

will there be one admissions office or two?  Will there be one human resources office or two?   

Assurance Needed:   

 1. That the structure of the merged campuses is not predefined,  especially with respect to 

 Chancellor Zimpher/Board of Trustees Resolution regarding the “Roadmap to a New Structure 

 for the College of Nanoscale Science and Engineering” which suggest that the “new degree 

 granting structure” has been predefined with the CEO/President already chosen.   



 2.  That the Acting President support a relatively autonomous authority structure for both 

 campuses that will enhance the ability of the SUNYIT Utica campus to fulfill its mission of 

 meeting the educational needs of those within the Mohawk Valley region and that will allow 

 SUNYIT -CNSE to be unfettered by the day-to-day operations of SUNYIT-Utica. 

 3. That details on whatever the structure will be provided immediately, 

 4. That whatever the structure will be, that such a structure maintain and protect the wide 

 breadth and depth of programming on the SUNYIT Utica campus.   

 

2. Professional Jobs Concerns:   

Firstly, professional jobs that have been historically part of UUP’s bargaining unit should remain part of 

the bargaining unit.  UUP is composed of academic and professional members; both deserve the same 

protections, benefits, and capacity to participate afforded to any UUP member.  As a SUNY unit, CNSE 

should ensure that professional employees, doing the sorts of work that UUP members do at all other 

SUNY campuses, are hired on state lines with the UUP bargaining unit.  We have concerns about the 

disproportionate number of RF jobs.   

Secondly, if we merge into one institution or some of our administrative units become merged, work 

load of existing positions will quickly become work overload.   

Thirdly, that existing CNSE professionals keep their permanency and time toward permanency on the 

merged campus.   

 

Assurances Needed:  

 1. That jobs historically part of the UUP bargaining unit will remain SUNY/UUP jobs and  

  not become RF jobs.   

 2. That the Union will have access to information, specifically, job descriptions prior to  

  hire, that will allow the UUP to ensure that this distinction is upheld,  

 3. That agreed upon labor-management procedures be put into place that allow for careful 

  examination of workload issues  with the Union before merging positions or   

  shared/services arrangement, 

4.  That SUNYIT pursue, with the Board of Trustees, a mechanism to allow the transfer of 

permanent appointment for those professionals who currently have achieved that 

status at UAlbany.           

 



3. Academic Concerns: 

The realignment of SUNYIT raises concerns about the realignment of its programming.  Specifically, as 

mentioned in the introduction, is the concern about having an overly narrow technology focus for the 

SUNYIT campus.  Historically, our campus has addressed regional and, to some extent, statewide needs 

for broader more diverse programming in business, nursing, social and behavioral sciences, and 

humanities and communications.  Our specific concerns deal with retrenchment or deactivation of 

programming and the loss of resources including FT faculty FTE for those programs.  In addition, faculty 

are concerned that current CNSE faculty who will become SUNYIT faculty will lose their continuing 

appointment status or time toward tenure in the transition.   

Assurances Needed: 

 1.   That a broad range of programming will be supported with appropriate resources as this 

  merger moves forward, 

 2. That resources will not be diverted from existing SUNYIT Utica programming to CNSE  

  programming initiatives leaving resource depletion and underfunding in existing SUNYIT  

  Utica programming,  

 3. That a baseline be established with consultation with faculty for funding of programs  

  and that an acceptable full-time faculty/student FTE be established within those  

  programs that will allow those programs to both maintain and/or grow their student  

  enrollments 

 4. That budgetary information to make the above determinations will be available at the  

  departmental and programmatic level, and  

 5. That current CNSE faculty will maintain their continuing appointment status and will not  

  have to be re-evaluated in the process of transitioning to SUNYIT .  That current CNSE  

  faculty will not lose their time toward continuing appointment in the transition process.   

6. That issues surrounding faculty life on the CNSE campus will be addressed, such as use 

of the library, athletic facilities at the campus with the closest geographical proximity to 

their primary assignment, and other resources that faculty would normally have.   

4. Budget Authority 

A major concern of faculty and professionals has to do with who has budgetary authority.  The SUNYIT 

Utica campus desires having relative authority over its own budget in order to better ensure protection 

and maintenance of the existing breadth and depth of programming on the Utica campus.  CNSE’s 

initiatives and concerns should be add-ons to the current SUNYIT budget at minimum.  Ideally, the 

merger would lead to an increase in budget for both groups.   

Assurance Needed: 



1. That the merger will not result in a flow of monies away from the SUNYIT campus in 

Utica to the CNSE campus in Albany, but rather will result in an increase in monies for 

the operation of both campuses,  

 

2. That CNSE’s presence on the SUNYIT Utica campus will generate revenue for both 

campuses and that a revenue sharing agreement with the RF be established by UUP 

Utica/Rome Labor-Management, and 

 

3. That details on the revenue sharing agreement be made public and be transmitted 

biannually to the faculty governance body and the Utica/Rome UUP Chapter.   

5. Student Concerns 

The Union is concerned that the academic and student life needs of those students who are  CNSE 

students who entered with the understanding that they would be part of the UAlbany  campus be 

addressed.   

Assurances Needed 

 1. That the CNSE student life needs be addressed so that students have access to   

  recreational and cultural events that they would normally have as part of a college  

  experience, 

 2. That the academic needs of CNSE students be addressed so that students can engage  

  with the humanities, social and behavioral sciences so that they may have the full range  

  of intellectual experiences that typically characterize world-class students, and  

 3. That the Utica campus professionals and faculty be given the opportunity to meet CNSE  

  students’ needs so that a relationship with Utica faculty and professional staff may  

  develop.  

6. UUP Representation on both Campuses 

The specific concern is that members of the bargaining unit have free and open access to representation 

by the UUP.   

Assurance needed: 

1. That the UUP will have free and open access to its members both on the CNSE campus and 

the Utica Campus. 

 

2. That the Management designees for Labor-Management be identified asap, and that such 

designees represent management from both campuses.   

 



Respectfully,  

Linda R. Weber 

Linda R. Weber, President 

Utica/Rome Chapter of the UUP 


